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Want to be a Purple person?
see us in the foyer or bar after the show, or telephone: 07050 605081

or visit our website: www.purpletheatre.org.uk
purple - better than blue
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It’s been another busy year, with another Pratchett 
(Monstrous Regiment) followed by a collection of sketches 
and shorts for Artsweek in June with Purple Pieces Too. 

So having battled prejudice and faintly Germanic bad 
guys, and covered some classic sketches as well as 
some written by our members, what was left but to do 
a rock and roll musical based on a B-movie based on a 
Shakespeare play set in space?

This is the sort of show that I love to see Purple doing; it’s 
fun, energetic, possibly a little bit silly at times, and should 
send everyone; audience, cast and crew; away feeling happy, 
enthused and tapping their feet with a smile on their face. 

It takes great team effort to put on a show, but I’d like 
to thank a few people specifically for helping get this show 
to the stage and you into the theatre! Frankie Brand for 
her tireless publicity and cunning nudity-threatening flyering 
tactics, doing all this with a wedding and a honeymoon 
in the middle of the rehearsal run has made her all the 
more crazy for taking it on, and all the more appreciated 
for her work; Claire Lewis for producing another show, 
and taking a lot of the pressure off the company manager 

by being far too efficient and organised for her own good; 
Phil Burton for his, as always, excellent design work on 
the posters, programmes and everything else; and Chrisa 
Constantinou for sorting out the front of house, as well as 
putting up with me doing theatre things for the last three 
months instead of organising our wedding (I have helped!). 

Our next show is Too Clever by Half, which we’ll 
be putting on early next year, so if you’d like to get 
involved, cast, crew or production-wise, please get in 
touch with us – the more the merrier! 

As always my final thanks go to you. By coming along to this 
theatre, buying a programme, and probably in lots of other 
ways, you support our efforts directly and indirectly, allowing 
us to do the things we love to do. What you see tonight is 
the culmination of hundreds of hours of rehearsals, set 
building, rigging, flyering, sewing and countless other tasks 
that we all do in our free time to put on a great show. So 
we hope you enjoy tonight as much as we are going to.

Bas Dickson Leach
Company Manager

welCoMe...
...from the company manager
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I love quite a few things in life. Two of my favourite 
things are comedy and sci-fi. I’m also pretty keen on 
musicals and Shakespeare. So when I found out about 
this musical, I was definitely keen to be involved. The 
show is an interesting mix of lines from Shakespeare, 
shoved alongside some oldies, which leads to some 
really amazing juxtapositions and quite a few puns. 
It can be quite hard to follow sometimes which has 
meant the cast have had to work extra hard to get the 
meanings across to the audience and I’m really proud 
of how hard all of them have worked.

It’s been a bit of a rollercoaster, but what’s been great 
to see from everyone, is their incredible passion for 
this show. That’s driven us along and the rehearsal run 
has flown by. I’m sure it was August a second ago, and 
suddenly I’m Christmas shopping. It’s been a privilege to 
work with such a great cast as well as so many people 
helping out who you won’t see on stage tonight (or 
may briefly in some cases). 

So I’d like to acknowledge a few people. 

I’d like to thank my Assistant Director Dom, who’s been 
there for me through the whole show, as well as being 
incredibly talented and doing all the animations you see; his 
sense of humour has definitely brought a smile to a few 
faces, including mine, when least expected. I’d also like to 
thank Ruth, our Stage Manager and Technical Director, who 
stepped up into a role and has pulled off some amazing 
work, without which we wouldn’t have half the fun gadgets 
and bits and pieces for our cast to play with, as well as 
an amazing looking set; and Ju, for making everyone look 
this good and putting a truly Purple feel to a classic look. 
I always enjoy working with Herman, who at the time of 
writing I haven’t seen it, but I’m sure will outdo himself again 
on the lighting design. Also Aneka for being patient with me, 
Dana for lending us her mics, Amanda for her choreography 
and The Pope (don’t ask) and everyone else who made it 
to set-building and flyering and the social events. People 
make the shows they are in special, and this one has 
been incredibly special for me. I hope you enjoy the show.

Bas Dickson Leach
Director

A woRd...
...from the director
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My first thought when told about this show was 
“Shakespeare in space?” 

Return to the Forbidden Planet is my first time (assistant) 
directing a musical. I have enjoyed taking a step back 
from being on stage and this is in no way due to the 
fact that I don’t like singing. As for providing the video 
screen animations, I’ve had fun cartooning the cast, and 
have learned that a good caricature is all about getting 
the eyes right.

I also wrote the brief cabin crew segments, for which 
I had to spend five weeks on board the star ship 
Enterprise, four and a half weeks of which was spent on 
the holodeck. I have done a variety of things for Purple: 
from giving characters in Super their special powers (via 
flickering lights) to growing fangs and pretending to be a 
lady/man vampire infantry soldier, to imitating a piece 
of shredded beef, to pretending to be a writer whilst 
also strangely actually being a writer, until finally now 
bombarding an interstellar space ship with asteroids and 
alien creatures whilst telling the cabin crew they need 
to smile more.

I began my life in theatre as an orphan in my school’s 
production of Oliver (yeah, like no one’s ever done 
that before). Having failed, however, to sing Food 
Glorious Food, instead choosing to stare straight ahead 
whilst thinking about cheese, I realised a life on stage 
might not be the best career choice. Having spent 
the next twelve years recovering, however, I decided 
to take part in a production of Twelfth Night with 
theatre group Magnetic North. Unfortunately, after the 
show and having realised I’d spent the last four nights 
wearing cross-gartered leggings, I once again went in to 
reclusion. Over the following years I dipped in and out 
of theatre, but it wasn’t until I wandered in to a local 
scout hut thinking it was an off-licence that I ended up 
joining Purple. I haven’t looked back since. I am now the 
proud owner of a Captain Good badge, a pair of fangs, 
and a crew t-shirt that says ‘set phasers to Dom’.

Dominic Parford
Assistant Director

...from the assistant director
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Hello all, and welcome to the show.  This is my seventieth 
production since starting out in musical theatre, and this 
week marks my tenth year with Purple!  As myself and 
my other half Mel (who is one of the Damage Control 
Crew for this production) have now moved away from 
the area (having moved here from outside the area in 
the first place.... yeah, I know....) our involvement with 
Purple shows may start to dwindle slightly, so as this 
was my last choice of show as Artistic Director, before 
passing the responsibility over to our very own Andi 
(playing Cookie), I chose Return to the Forbidden Planet, as 
I hadn’t done this show since I was at college, at least 12 
years ago, and remembered how much fun it was.

Despite my efforts for previous shows, I was delighted 
to find all the musicians that I needed for this one so 
quickly, and want to thank them all for waiting literally 
months for the scores to arrive so they could come 
along and start getting involved.  We hope you like it 
loud!  The cast have been great fun to work with too, 
and as always have managed to get their heads around 

my directions being thrown at them (probably quite 
literally at times). Well done everyone.  Even though I’m 
writing this three weeks before the show itself, I shall 
thank the crew for the lighting they’ve promised me 
and the band, you know who you are.  There’s nothing 
quite like pressure written in black and white is there?  
No seriously, again, grand job everyone.  And, of course, 
Bas and Dom, keeping it controlled (as possible) and 
injecting sanity where needed.  Cheers, boys.

Well, now I’m just gonna get up there and do it, before 
I realise I can’t; always best.  Oh, and by the way, if I get 
permission to do it, I shall be entertaining you this evening 
with a little easy listening lounge piano whilst you get 
yourselves comfortable. See if you can spot some popular 
tunes in the mix, they’re all relevant to the theme.  

See you in the bar!

Toby Vennard
Musical Director

P.S. I’m also available for weddings,  
birthdays, bar mitzvahs........

A woRd...
...from the musical director
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EAR4U was set up by Ann Sargent to offer anyone 
who is affected in any way by deafness help, support, 
advice and friendship.  Ann was born with normal 
hearing but due to a form of meningitis she lost 
her hearing overnight and found very little help and 
support was available.  Four years ago she had a 
Bone Anchored Hearing Aid (BAHA) fitted which has 
changed her life so much she wants other people to 
be given the same opportunity she was given, and so 
she set up the charity EAR4U.

Ann runs drop in centres in central Uxbridge and 
Hillingdon for friendship and guidance to all people 
affected by deafness and provides support to the 
wider community. 

Contacting us
t: 01895 672706 or 07890 315156

e: annesargent@live.co.uk

SuppoRting ouR 
CoMMunity
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Wipe Out1. 

Albatross2. 

It’s A Man’s, Man’s, Man’s World3. 

Great Balls of Fire4. 

Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood5. 

Theme from 6. Close Encounters of the Third Kind

Good Vibrations7. 

Yeh Yeh8. 

Ain’t Gonna Wash For A Week9. 

I’m Gonna Change the World10. 

Teenager in Love11. 

Young Girl12. 

She’s Not There13. 

Shaking All Over14. 

Gloria15. 

5-4-3-2-1/Gloria16. 

Underscore Medley17. 

Who’s Sorry Now?18. 

She’s Not There (underscore)19. 

Tell Her / Gimme Some Lovin’20. 

It’s a Man’s World (underscore)21. 

Oh Pretty Woman (underscore)22. 

War Paint23. 

Robot Man24. 

It’s a Man’s World (underscore)25. 

Shake, Rattle & Roll26. 

Gloria (underscore)27. 

Go Now28. 

Eulogy (underscore)29. 

Only The Lonely30. 

The Young Ones31. 

Born To Be Wild32. 

Wipe Out33. 

Telstar34. 

Mr Spaceman35. 

I Can’t Turn You Loose / The Monster Mash36. 

Great Balls of Fire37. 

Song liSt
Act one Act two
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Return to the Forbidden Planet is the Jukebox musical by 
director Bob Carlton based on Shakespeare’s The Tempest 
and the 1950s science fiction film Forbidden Planet (which 
itself drew its plot loosely from The Tempest).

Return to the Forbidden Planet started life with the 
Bubble Theatre Company as a production for open-air 
performance in a tent. A revised version of the musical 
opened, indoors, at the Everyman Theatre in Liverpool 
in the mid 1980s. It later moved to the Tricycle Theatre 
in London and, after some rework, a final version 
opened the Cambridge Theatre in London’s West End 
and it won the Olivier Award for best musical for both 
1989 and 1990. The original pre-recorded part of the 
narrator was played by Magnus Pyke.

On 27 September 1991, an off-Broadway production 
opened at in New York at the Variety Arts Theatre, a 
former Nickelodeon theatre. Return to the Forbidden Planet 
was the first theatrical production in the new venue.

The pre-recorded narrator was James Doohan, 
famous as “Scotty” from Star Trek. It played to mixed 
reviews, but was nominated for two Outer Critics 
Circle Awards. It closed on April 26, 1992 after 243 
performances. A cast album was released in 1991 by 
Rhino Records.

The show was revived for touring productions in the 
United Kingdom in 1999, 2001 and 2002, featuring guest 
narration from noted astronomer and TV personality 
Patrick Moore. A new production toured the UK in 2006 
with the pre-recorded narrator being the astrophysicist 
and virtuoso guitarist from Queen, Brian May.

Bob Carlton is the Artistic Director of the Queen’s 
Theatre, Hornchurch. He read Drama at the University 
of Hull and on graduating won an Arts Council 
Trainee Director’s Bursary to the Belgrade Theatre in 
his hometown of Coventry. Since then Bob has been 
Associate Director at the Dukes Playhouse, Lancaster 
and York Theatre Royal.

In 1980 Bob was appointed Artistic Director of 
London’s Bubble Theatre Company, the company that 
performed in a big top style tent.

Bob has worked as a freelance director all over the 
country including Oxford Playhouse, Newcastle 
Playhouse, and Liverpool’s Everyman Theatre.

On television Bob has directed Brookside, Emmerdale 
Farm and the award-winning children’s series Streetwise.

His writing includes You’ll Never Walk Alone for the 
Liverpool Everyman (for whom he has also written five 
record-breaking Christmas shows), Keep On Running 
for Birmingham Rep and From A Jack To A King, which 
transferred to The Ambassadors Theatre in London’s 
West End.  

Bob directed the musical Lust at the Haymarket Theatre, 
London and The Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia, 
where he was nominated for a Barrymore Award as Best 
Director of a Musical. The show later transferred to The 
Houseman Theatre in New York. Bob’s work in Philadelphia 
includes She Stoops To Conquer and Blood Brothers.

Bob is an avid supporter of Coventry City and always 
will be!

BACkgRound
Return to the return The writer
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Phil Burton
Bosun

Bonjour! C’est un challenge 
grande playing un homme 

Français, mais Philippe pulls 
cela off avec panache.  Très 

believable, non? 
C’est magnifique. 

Craig Cameron-Fisher
Doctor Prospero
Craig is happy. Not only 
does he get to do some 
proper Shakespearean 
acting, with a full range of 
emotions, he also gets to 
do so as a Steampunk mad 
scientist! Huzzah!

Stoo Gill
Captain Tempest

Inspired by captain of the 
mammal frigate Bucky 

O’Hare, Stoo is relishing 
the opportunity of 

commanding this starship.  
Oooh... what does that 

button do?  You can follow 
@StooGill on Twitter.

Claire Lewis
Damage Control Crew
Damage Control, Damage 
Control to the bridge – do 
they not realise I have a 
show to produce?! Claire 
has enjoyed this show 
but has doubts about her 
housemate’s driving ability.

Amanda Franklin
Navigation Officer

This is Amanda’s fourth 
outing with Purple. So far with 

Purple she’s been a boy, evil 
sidekick, werewolf and now a 

singing swinging astronaut. She 
thinks the Albatross should 

get a Sat Nav. 

Mandy Gasson
Science Officer
Mandy is thrilled to be in one 
of her favourite shows and 
loves every minute of being 
the baddie! It even inspired 
her to dye her hair blonde! 
E-N-J-O-Y the show (this will 
make sense by the interval).

the Ship’S CR
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Mike Masters
Cabin Crew

Phew!!! Michael has reached 
his fourth show with 

Purple.  Enjoy the flight 
because resistance is futile 
and you will be assimilated 

if you don’t

Juliette McAlroy
Miranda
In her first major role in 
ten years, Ju is pleased to 
be acting half her age (due 
to expensive moisturiser, 
not performance skills) but 
less keen to reject her Evil 
boyfriend for another Captain.

Timothy Williams
Cabin Crew

Tim languishes as one of 
the Cabin Crew, but not for 
long! They said he was mad 

at Oxford, mad I tell you, 
but soon, soon, they shall all 

call him Master! (Not that 
he’s bitter, obviously).

Tim Williams
Ariel
Tim has been with us for 
three years. Having directed 
or stage managed the last 
two shows he is enjoying 
doing less… except dancing, 
singing, staying upright… he 
may go back to directing or 
stage managing for a rest!

Andi Tucker
Cookie

At the time of writing this, 
Andi is unsure whether or 
not he’s going to shave his 

beard off for the show. If 
you’re reading this before the 
performance – there’s a bit 

of extra suspense for you… 

Melissa Walker
Damage Control Crew
For years people have 
tried to keep Mel and shiny 
objects apart. This mission has 
not been successful; casting 
her as part of the DCC 
(Damage Control Crew) was 
just asking for trouble....
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Putting on a musical is an immense project, and it 
can only be done with the support of an enormous 
number of people. Everything you see on stage (and 
off it!) happens thanks to the efforts of the whole 
production team, who give up not only their Sundays 
but also all the other days and evenings they can spare 
in getting us here. The satisfaction in seeing everything 
come together (and somehow it always does – it’s a 
mystery) is tremendous and I can’t thank the team 
enough for their incredible dedication.

We’re always looking for more crazy people to join in, 
because we do have quite illegal amounts of fun with 
this; so if crazy and fun sounds like your thing, please do 
get in touch!

Finally, let me echo what I know Bas and Dom will be 
saying: we all hope that you enjoy every minute of this 
show as much as we do and see you in the bar later! 

Claire Lewis
Production Manager

the Show’S CRew

Aneka Rai
Assistant Stage Manager
After having such fun last 
time, Aneka felt compelled to 
order the cast around again in 
this, her twelfth Purple show 
as a part of the real crew.  
What’s the difference? You 
will never see her on stage.

Ruth Bateman
Stage Manager
Ensuring that the ship is fully 
functional before handing 
it over to the Captain and 
crew is hard work. She cannae 
take much more, Captain! In 
the end, though, she’s just so 
glad we made it…
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Amanda Franklin
Choreographer

This is the first show Amanda 
has ever fully choreographed. 
She started ballet at age two 

and has been dancing ever 
since. Getting Purple dancing 

has been a challenging but 
gratifying experience.

Juliette McAlroy
Wardrobe Mistress

Star Trek, Steampunk and 
Heelys! Ju has enjoyed being 
Wardrobe Mistress mostly 

because she gets to be called 
mistress. Without her, the cast 
would be naked.  Aren’t you 

glad she was here?

Matt Loughman
Lighting

Matt hopes you have 
enjoyed the show as much 

as he has and would be 
more than happy to see you 

in the bar afterwards.

Purple needs crew
Putting on a show isn’t all about the actors on stage. 
There are lots of roles behind the scenes that are just 
as important and vital for the show to be a success. As 
a company Purple relies upon lots of people working 
very hard in a wide variety of roles behind the scenes 
to make our shows work, and we are always looking for 
new members interested in these areas.

It’s a great way of getting some experience in the 
area, or bringing skills into a new area, or just a way of 
meeting new people!

So if you are interested in joining a group of young 
fun theatrical types, but don’t fancy prancing about in 
costume, then joining Purple crew might be just for you.

You don’t need any experience, just a willingness to try 
something new so why not give us a call (see page 19) 
and join us for our next excellent adventure – you can 
be sure it will be fun for all involved!

David Sullivan
Video
David is concerned he may 
be a wannabe vidiot...
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the Ship’S BAnd

For a full list of the 
band, see page 15

Toby Vennard
Piano/keyboard

Nick Townsend
Bass Guitar

Al Magill
Drums

Andrew ‘Wheels’ Whelan
Lead Guitar

Roger Morgan
Tenor Sax
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polARity ReveRSAl pRoCeduRe
To be adopted in times of Klystron Generator emergency

Exert pressure in a  
downward motion

Stand ready

Relax in the knowledge  
of a job well done.

Place your hands  
on your cranium

On the command “polarity 
reversed” equalise your external 

equilibrium by exhaling

Put your hands in the air
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Buying the latest sci fi 
DVD or book online? 

Then shop with Purple!
If you ever buy from Amazon.co.uk, 

101cd.com or AdvancedMP3Players.
co.uk and you go to their websites 

via ours you could help fund our next 
show.  All you need to do is visit www.

purpletheatre.org.uk and click the Shop 
with Purple! link in the bottom left hand 
corner.  All the information you need is 

there. It won’t cost you a penny, but could 
help us generate much needed funds.

www.purpletheatre.org.uk

Book the Melodettes

the Melodettes are available for weddings,
functions, parties, pubs and clubs.

In fact, we can sing just about anywhere.

Check out our wesbite
www.melodettes.co.uk

to see our set lists

Call for prices and availability 

07843253302
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the people involved
The cast Production team and crew

Production Manager.................................................Claire Lewis
Director  ...........................................................Bas Dickson Leach
Assistant Director  .......................................... Dominic Parford
Musical Director .......................................................Toby Vennard
Stage Manager .........................................................Ruth Bateman
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................. Aneka Rai
Choreographer .................................................Amanda Franklin
Wardrobe Mistress ...........................................Juliette McAlroy
Properties ........................................................................... Aneka Rai
Lighting design and operation .....................Matt Loughman
Sound .............................................................................Martin Lewin
Animations ........................................................... Dominic Parford
Publicity ........................................................................Frankie Brand
Graphic design and photography ........................Phil Burton
Set design and construction ............................Ruth Bateman
Video .............................................................................David Sullivan
Front of House Manager ....................Chrisa Constantinou
Crew support and tentacle makers ............................................
........................................The company with special thanks to:
................................................................................................. Judith Thei
................................................................................................Matt Mckay
..........................................................................Anthony Wheatstone

Captain Tempest .................................................................Stoo Gill
Bosun ...................................................................................Phil Burton
Science Officer .......................................................Mandy Gasson
Navigation Officer ...........................................Amanda Franklin
Cookie .............................................................................. Andi Tucker
Damage Control Crew ..........................................Claire Lewis
Damage Control Crew .....................................Melissa Walker
Doctor Prospero ................................ Craig Cameron-Fisher
Miranda ....................................................................Juliette McAlroy
Ariel ..................................................................................Tim Williams
Cabin Crew .................................................................Mike Masters
............................................................................................ Steven Walsh
...................................................................................Timothy Williams
Engine room dancers ................................Bas Dickson Leach
.............................................................................Chrisa Constaninou
.................................................................................... Dominic Parford

The band
Piano/keyboard .........................................................Toby Vennard
Keyboards ................................................................... Helen Collier
Lead Guitar ...................................Andrew “Wheels” Whelan
Bass Guitar ...............................................................Nick Townsend
Rhythm Guitar ..................................................................Phil Mison
Drums .......................................................................................Al Magill
Tenor Sax ...................................................................Roger Morgan
Alto Sax ........................................................................Robert Lewin
Trumpet 1 .................................................................Duncan Fraser
Trumpet 2 ..................................................................... Sally Munday
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thAnk you...

We would like to thank (in no particular order) the 
following for their help with this production:

Martin Zouch and the staff and volunteers from 
the Compass Theatre; 2nd Uxbridge Scout Group 
for the use of rehearsal space; Uxbridge Central 
Library and all the shops and surgeries that allowed 
us poster space; Sandra Bruce-Gordon of Hillingdon 
Arts Council; Hillingdon Arts Association for their 
continued support; Dana Carpano for lending us 
the microphones; Boville’s Copy Shop, Uxbridge for 
printing the front of house and library displays, Weta 
for the laser gun, The Police and Military Tie Tacs 
Service; Qin’s Chinese restaurant for their hospitality at 
our traditional Friday night meal; Steven Walsh; Jacqui 
and the staff at the Abrook Arms for their continued 
hospitality; everyone who helped on front of house.

All the cast, crew, production team, those who helped to 
build the set and others who have made this show, and 
everything surrounding it, possible.

Everyone who has helped out, given or lent props.
In addition, our gratitude extends to everyone who has 
helped, but somehow not made it into print...

Thanks to all those of you who have come 
to see this and our other shows, and have 
supported us over the years.
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A puRple hiStoRy
1997 – 2009

Terry Pratchett’s 
Wyrd Sisters

May 2007

Blithe Spirit
October 2007

Daisy Pulls it Off
May 2008

Purple Pieces
June 2008

The Dark Side of 
Theatre/The Trial of 

Philip Merryfield
June 2008

Super: A musical 
comedy about the 

superhuman
condition

November 2008

Purple Pieces Too
June 2009

Monstrous 
Regiment
June 2009

‘Allo! ‘Allo!
June 2005

Something Wicked
November 2005

Purple Showcase
March 2006

An Inspector Calls
June 2006

Sweeney Todd the 
Demon Barber of 

Fleet Street
November 2006

The Eight: Reindeer 
Monologues

December 2006

Eighty Days 
the Musical

November 2003

Fur Coat and 
No Knickers

June 2004

A Slice of 
Saturday Night

November 2004

Terry Pratchett’s
Mort

March 1997

Whose University is 
it Anyway?

September 1997

Murdered 
to Death

October 1997

Where There’s a 
Will, There’s a Way...

November 1997

Swimming 
with Dolphins

November 1997

Terry Pratchett’s
Men at Arms
March 1998

Terry Pratchett’s
Maskerade
April 1999

Wanted - 
One Body!

October 1999

Stags and Hens
December 2001

Much Ado About 
Shakespeare
May 2002

Terry Pratchett’s
Lords and Ladies
November 2002

Terry Pratchett’s
Interesting Times

April 2003

Bugsy Malone
April 2000

Don’t Dress 
for Dinner

September 2000

Terry Pratchett’s
Carpe Jugulum
December 2000

I Love You, 
You’re Perfect, 
Now Change

May 2001
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ContACt uS
the purple theatre company

If you would like to contact the Purple Theatre 
Company for any reason – whether to provide 
comment or criticism, enquire about future productions 
or even membership – then please do.  We are always 
on the look out for new members, so if you would like 
to get involved please contact us by any of the variety 
of methods listed below.

Or fill out a form at the Front of House desk to be 
added to our mailing list.

48 Middleton Drive 
Northwood Hills

Middlesex

HA5 2PG

t:  07050 605081

f: 07050 605082

e: purplepals@purpletheatre.org.uk

 www.purpletheatre.org.uk

Company Manager 
Bas Dickson Leach

Artistic Director 
Andi Tucker

Communications Manager 
Toby Vennard

Company Secretary 
Juliette McAlroy

Design Manager 
Phil Burton

Publicity Manager 
Frankie Brand

Social Secretary 
Mandy Gasson

Treasurer 
Claire Lewis

Technical Director 
Ruth Bateman See you  next time!
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w w w . p u r p l e t h e a t r e . o r g . u k

Opens 28 April 2010
Compass Theatre

Box office: 01895 673200
To be one of the first to receive details of our shows join our  

mailing list, fill out a form at the Front of House desk or contact:

t: 07050 605081 e: purplepals@purpletheatre.org.uk

Auditions24th January 2010 For more information  see our website

our next show is...  
the london premiere of...
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